
Abstract

Disease modelling is an essential tool to describe disease progression
and its heterogeneity across patients. Usual approaches use continuous
data such as biomarkers to assess progression. Nevertheless, categorical
or ordinal data such as item responses in questionnaires also provide in-
sightful information about disease progression. In this work, we propose
a disease progression model for ordinal and categorical data. We built it
on the principles of disease course mapping, a technique that uniquely
describes the variability in both the dynamics of progression and disease
heterogeneity from multivariate longitudinal data. This extension can also
be seen as an attempt to bridge the gap between longitudinal multivariate
models and the field of Item Response Theory. Application to the Parkin-
son’s Progression Markers Initiative cohort illustrates the benefits of our
approach: a fine-grained description of disease progression at the item
level, as compared to the aggregated total score, together with improved
predictions of the patient’s future visits. The analysis of the heterogene-
ity across individual trajectories highlights known disease trends such as
tremor dominant (TD) or postural instability and gait difficulties (PIGD)
subtypes of Parkinson’s disease.
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1 Introduction

Neurodegenerative diseases become more and more prevalent with the
global aging of the developed countries. Understanding these diseases is
key for monitoring their progression and designing efficient interventions.
Disease progression models are statistical models that describe and predict
disease progression at the population or individual level. They provide
insights into how the disease progresses on average, and the range of
disease trajectories across patients. They can then be used to forecast
progression with the aim to support medical decisions or stratify patients
according to their progression profiles in clinical studies. These models
are estimated from observational data where patients at different stages
of the disease are followed over several years. Data in these longitudinal
studies include clinical assessments of different functions such as cognition,
behavior, mood or motor skills, biological measurements and image-derived
biomarkers such as volumes of brain structures.

Neurodegenerative diseases and other age-related disorders raise a
specific challenge: the age at onset is usually unknown since the disease
progressively deviates from a trajectory of normal aging, and there is no
temporal marker of progression whereas the disease starts at various ages
and different pace for different patients. Disease modeling should therefore
establish a matching between the age at which the patient is observed to
a disease stage in a common normalized timeline.

We may describe disease progression with a single measurement, such
as the Alzheimer’s disease assessment scale [17] or the unified Parkinson’s
rating scale (MDS-UPDRS) [9] for instance. In this case, patients can
differ only by the dynamics of the progression of the score. This variability

0Abbreviations: Parkinson’s Progression Markers Initiative (PPMI), Movement
Disorder Society - Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (MDS-UPDRS), Item
Response Theory (IRT)
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may be modeled using a time-warp function matching the real age of the
subject to a point in the common disease timeline [6, 7, 29].

These global scores aggregate responses to multiple items assessing an
array of functional domains. Here we aim to enrich disease progression
models by breaking down aggregate scores into sub-scores or items. In this
multivariate analysis, the inter-subject variability is not only described by
changes in the dynamics of progression but also by varying values for each
item at a given disease stage. Disease course mapping is an approach that
is designed to estimate and disentangle these two sources of variability
in a longitudinal data set. However, this approach has been designed for
continuous measurements. The goal of this paper is to extend this approach
to binary or categorical variables. The study of such data constitutes the
field of Item Response Theory (IRT), but most former work model the
variability of the variables in a cross-sectional setting, therefore missing
important information about the progression of the disease.

In IRT, a lot of the concerns of longitudinal models are not taken
into account when dealing with non-continuous data. To our knowledge,
there is no method based on binary or ordinal items which checks all the
following points:
Disease timeline: the model should account for individual variability in
ages. Indeed patients can have an early or late onset, and we can refer to
them as slow or fast progressors. With an adequate time reparametrization,
we can map all individuals to a shared disease timeline where it is easier
to compare them. As mentioned before, a common disease timeline helps
in understanding the standard disease duration and eventually framing
disease stages.
Multivariate: the method should make use of the multiple observations
in the patients’ records and jointly model them. Features should not be
considered independent of each other, learning the dependencies between
them is a key part in understanding disease patterns.
Inter-patient variability: disease heterogeneity being a major focus,
the model should provide a flexible framework for individual variability.
Therefore there should be individual parameters, which are expected to be
expressive enough (thus multidimensional) in order to disentangle different
disease mechanisms.

In this work we provide a backbone for the longitudinal analysis of
binary and ordinal data with the class of mixed-effect models [19], and more
specifically a disease course mapping model [30]. We will first review the
literature of disease progression models and the few attempts at modelling
non-continuous data. Then we will introduce our model in order to account
for the three points mentioned above. Finally we showcase the interest of
item modelling rather than using aggregated scores in a simple synthetic
experiment. The last part of our work is dedicated to applications of the
model to a medical cohort of Parkinson’s disease.

1.1 Related work: Disease progression modelling

Disease progression models can be divided in several classes. One such
class includes time-to-event modelling, especially with SuStaIn [34] which
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is a method mixing time-to-event to define disease stages and subtyping.
SuStaIn has recently been extended to deal with ordinal data as well [35],
however this method is taylored for cross-sectional data and does not
account for repeated measurements of individuals. The other common
framework for longitudinal modelling is the one of mixed-effects models [19].
Mixed-effect models are based on two kinds of parameters: population
parameters called fixed effects, which reflect the average disease progression,
and individual parameters called random effects, which account for the
individual variability around the average disease progression. Linear
mixed-effects models (LMM) are the simplest ones, yet their application
to the medical domain is often inadequate, for instance because of the
non-linearity of biological mechanisms over long periods of time. Indeed
the progression of biomarkers in Alzheimer’s disease for instance are
hypothesised to be sigmoid-shaped [14]. Therefore many non-linear mixed-
effects models (NLMM) have been proposed over the past years. A direct
extension of LMM to non-linear is through the use of a link function, like the
logit, as in the framework of generalized linear models [24]. Another method
used an ad hoc statistical model [15], also including time-reparametrization,
which is desirable, but the authors still used a univariate framework. This
has been extended to a multivariate setting in subsequent work [2, 3].
Multivariate methods are very diverse, including very fine-grained models
based on imaging [23], or dynamical models relying on differential equations
[32]. New models for disease progression modelling seem to be increasingly
infusing knowledge into the models, such as in [27] where the author
proposed a non-linear mixed-effect model with latent variables explicitly
describing disease stages and individual changes in cognitive ability.

The model upon which our work builds is a disease course mapping
model [30] based on a geometric mixed-effect framework. In this setting,
the observations lie on a Riemannian manifold and individual trajectories
are described by a bundle of parallel curves around a geodesic curve which
can be thought of as a population average trajectory. Geometric models
constitute a flexible approach to describe complex non-linear multidimen-
sional data while providing interpretable parameters, which is crucial for
clinical acceptation.

However such models are usually built on continuous variables such
as fluid biomarkers, imaging or aggregated cognitive scores. Dealing with
items has been at the heart of Item Response Theory (IRT), from which
we will borrow tools to provide an extension of the disease course mapping
framework. IRT has long been favoured to deal with this type of data
since the first developments in the second half of the 20th century with
the works of Lord and his collaborators [20]. IRT has mostly been used for
cross-sectional data (even in Parkinson’s disease [11]), and extensions to
longitudinal data [10,33] are less common, even though neurodegeneration
is best highlighted by the collection of repeated measurements. In IRT each
individual i is assumed to have a latent trait θi, which becomes a function
of time (usually linear) in the case of longitudinal IRT. In disease modelling
this latent trait stands for the disease progression score. Longitudinal
IRT models have been used on medical cohorts to design new composite
scores [1], however the model has too few latent parameters (only one
per individual) and thus does little for the understanding of heterogeneity.
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Multidimensional IRT models [13] use a multidimensional latent parameter
θi for each individual, thus allowing for more heterogeneity in the model,
but these have not been applied to disease progression modelling to our
knowledge.

A recent attempt [5] at bridging IRT with other frameworks has been
successful, where a Bayesian non-parametric approach was used to handle
the dynamics of longitudinal observations. However the approach taken
to model the longitudinal aspect was to discretize time and describe the
evolution of the latent trait as unidimensional with an autoregressive
scheme. We want to pursue this trend with the introduction of IRT to
geometric mixed-effect models.

2 Method

2.1 Disease course mapping

This section will introduce disease course mapping (DCM), a particular
disease modeling technique. This model was first mentioned in the original
paper [30] and later extended and successfully applied to neurodegenerative
diseases in subsequent papers [4, 16]. We will describe the structure of
the model and the estimation method. Then we will focus on a specific
variation of the model focused on logistic curves, as they will be convenient
for the formulation of our ordinal model.

2.1.1 Generic framework: the disease course mapping

Our longitudinal dataset is composed of several measurements (yijk)1≤i≤n,1≤j≤Ni,1≤k≤d

where d measurements were observed on the patient i at Ni visits. We
aggregate these measurements as the coordinates of a single vector in a
multidimensional space. tij is the age of the patient i at the jth visit.
Some observations can be missing, but the probabilistic framework of
the model allows us to ignore those. The number of visits per patient is
variable. In the first setting of this model, observations yijk are continuous
values (not yet integers as for ordinal items). The values yijk are assumed
to be points belonging to a Riemannian manifold M. The model considers
that repeated observations in time for a subject i follow a trajectory γi on
the manifold. Each individual has its own trajectory, which it follows at
its own pace. This modelling implies that the choice of the Riemannian
manifold and metric defines the possible trajectories. One simple choice is
to use Rn equipped with the euclidean metric, where all the trajectories
will be simple straight lines. In figure 1, one can see another choice of
manifold and metric, leading to trajectories being logistic curves.

In order to parametrize the distribution of those trajectories together,
the model has a mixed-effects hierarchical structure that separates the
population fixed parameters and the individual random parameters:

• Population parameters: the individual trajectories form a bundle
centered around an ”average” trajectory. This central trajectory
is taken as a geodesic γ0 in the manifold M. This geodesic is
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parametrized by its initial conditions at time t0: the initial point on
the manifold γ0(t0) = p and the initial speed γ̇0(t0) = v.

• Individual parameters: here we separate temporal and spatial
parameters

– Spatial parameters: each individual trajectory γi stems from
the central geodesic γ0 with a small shift on the manifold wi

called a space-shift, or inter-marker spacing. The individual
follows a trajectory parallel to γ0 in the sense of the Exp-
parallelisation, a concept extending the notion of parallels to
manifolds [30]. The space-shiftwi is a vector in the tangent space
at p defined so that shooting with the Riemannian exponential
from p at speed wi yields a point of γi.

– Temporal parameters: The individual temporality of the
disease can be modelled with a time reparametrization ψi(t) so
that the observation yij is γi(ψi(tij)). The chosen time-warp
is ψi(t) = αi(t− t0 − τi) + t0, where τi is called the time-shift
and models an early or late onset, and αi = eξi is called the
acceleration factor.

Figure 1 provides a visual understanding of the geometric model.
The space-shifts (wi)i have the same dimension as the observations and

are a vector in the tangent space at p. In order to have identifiability with
the time delay τi which operates as a shift along the curve, the space-shifts
are required to be orthogonal to v, which we enforce by restraining wi to
Span(v)⊥. For better interpretability the model reduces the dimension
of the parameters to estimate with an independent component analysis
(ICA decomposition) [12] with Ns independent sources (si)1≤i≤Ns . The
formulation unfolds as wi = Asi where the columns of A are orthogonal
to v.

2.1.2 The logistic curves model

The disease course mapping model is a generic framework, and we can apply
it to different types of observations by choosing the adequate manifold.
However because we will model binary observations using a logit model,
we will focus on the manifold whose geodesics are logistic curves. Then,
the Riemanninan manifold used in that case is set to be the product
manifold of d times (0, 1) equipped with the metric gp(u, v) = uG(p)v where
G(p) = 1

p2(1−p)2
. The choice of logistic curves also echoes a well-known

hypothesis about the progression of biomarkers in Alzheimer’s disease [14],
but the use of logistic curves is common in most neurodegenerative diseases.
This is very convenient as we will see, since the logistic is also fundamental
in IRT.

The specific formulation of the curve of one dimension k for one indi-
vidual i at time tij in the model is the following:

γik(tij) =

(
1 + (

1

pk
− 1) exp

(
−vk(e

ξi(tij − t0 − τi) + t0) + wik

pk(1− pk)

))−1

(1)
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Figure 1: A. Generic model scheme. The average population trajectory γ0 is
a geodesic in the manifold. An individual trajectory γi is defined as an exp-
parallellisation of γ0 by a space-shift wi. p and v are shown on γ0, with a space-
shift wi pointing to the resulting trajectory γi upon which lie the measurements
(yij)j . B. Logistic curves model. A bundle of trajectories corresponding to the
logistic curves model in the 2-dimensional manifold is shown. C. Personalization
process in the logistic curves model. The plots show the successive influence of
the individual parameters on the average trajectory (left) until the trajectory
is personalized and matches the measurements (right). Note that the x-axis
introduces the time and the two dimensions of the measurements are shown as
two different colors.

where (pk, vk, t0) are the fixed-effects parameters for the average tra-
jectory on item k defined by γk(t0) = pk and γ̇k(t0) = vk. (τi, ξi, wik)
constitute the random effects, ξi being the log-acceleration and τi the
time-shift both modulating the individual disease timeline while wik is the
space-shift parameter described in the previous section.

In figure 1 we can observe the typical trajectories on the manifold in 2
dimensions, as well as the trajectories as a function of time.

2.2 Binary model

Based on the logistic curves model we will now apply it to non-continuous
data, starting from simple categorical data. The basic framework is when
observations yijk are binary: either 0 or 1. The model adaptation is rather
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simple: the observations yijk are not treated as a noisy measure of the true
trajectory γik(ψi(tij)) but as a realization of a random Bernoulli variable
with probability γik(ψi(tij)).

yijk ∼ B (γik(ψi(ti,j))) (2)

As in the framework of IRT, if we consider the value to be the result of
one item in a test as right or wrong (0 or 1), we can evaluate the observed
result as a probabilistic outcome relying on a latent disease state passing
through a logit model.

2.3 Ordinal model

Now let’s assume the measurements lie on a discontinuous space with
ordered values such as for a cognitive score. Without loss of generality
we assume these values are integers between 0 and L included. As for the
binary case, we will again consider that the model values belonging to
the manifold (which is continuous) describe a form of probability (here
through the cumulative distribution function). We now specify the logistic
curves model for ordinal data similar to Samejima’s model (also known as
cumulative logit model) from IRT [28]:

∀l ∈ [|1, L|],P(yijk ≥ l) = γik(ψ
l
ik(ti,j))

=

(
1 + (

1

pk
− 1) exp

(
−vkψ

l
ik(tij) + wik

pk(1− pk)

))−1

(3)

ψl
ik(tij) = eξi(tij − t0 − τi) + t0 −

l∑
m=1

δmk

∀l ∈ [|1, L|], δlk > 0

where ψl
ik is the time reparametrization of individual i for the item k

at level l. As in equation 1 the population parameters (pk, vk, t0) define
the base logistic curve (i.e. the curve for level 1 of the item) as the initial
position, initial velocity and initial time respectively. τi and ξi are the
time-related parameters, namely the time-shift and the log-acceleration.
wik is the space-shift. δlk are new parameters introduced to deal with the
different levels of the item, as explained thereafter.

The idea is to model the cumulative distribution function with the
logistic curves instead of the probabilities of each level directly. Each level is
modelled with a logistic curve. However we do not want to overparametrize
the model so we choose to enforce parallelism by setting the same velocity
v for each level of a same item. This introduces only one parameter for
each added level. The new parameter is δlk, the delay in time between
levels l − 1 and l. This delay is a fixed effect, so it is shared by the whole
population. Since it is added to the time reparametrization function ψik

after the affine transformation of time by τ and eξ, this time delay is a
duration in the common disease timeline. This means that if one patient
has an acceleration factor of 2, the expected time to jump from one level to
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the next is divided by 2. With the δlk being positive, we also ensure that the
condition P(yijk ≥ l) < P(yijk ≥ l− 1) is verified. From an interpretability
standpoint, these delays are helpful in understanding which levels of an
ordinal scale last longer than the others, or on the contrary which levels
represent only a short transition.

2.4 Bayesian estimation

The geometric model described previously can be plugged in a hierarchical
probabilistic model in order to estimate the parameters by maximizing the
likelihood. In this framework we assume that yijk are noisy observations,
formulated as: yij = γi(ψi(tij)) + ϵij with the noise ϵij ∼ N (0d,Σ) with
Σ being a d-dimensional diagonal matrix.

Then we assume that all of the previously described parameters are
latent, and follow normal prior distributions except for the following ones:
in the case of the logistic curves model, p is estimated as a logit transform
of a gaussian: pk = 1

1+egk
where gk has a normal prior; for the ordinal

model, the δ parameters must be positive, so we set their prior distribution
as a log-normal.

We introduce the following notations: zpop for the population parame-
ters, zi for the individual parameters, z = (zpop, (zi)1≤i≤n) for the latent
variables. Finally the statistical model parameters are noted θ.

For the estimation of all the parameters of the disease course mapping
model, the Monte Carlo Markov chain stochastic approximation variant
of the Expectation Maximization algorithm is used. The convergence has
been proven in [18] for the curved exponential family. The algorithm
alternates between the two steps of the classical EM, first by computing
the expectation of the log-likelihood through stochastic sampling of latent
parameters z and then by maximizing the model parameters θ in closed
form.

As mentioned before, the probabilistic model allows us to deal with
missing observations without needing to impute them as the likelihood is
only computed for the points we observe. The robustness to the missing
data as been evaluated in [4].

In terms of optimization of the log-likelihood, changing the model
from a gaussian noise to a Bernoulli variable amounts to optimizing a
crossentropy between the latent model and the trajectory instead of a
mean squared error:

ŷi,j = γi(ψi(ti,j)) [simplified notation]

log(p(y|z; θ)) = −Ntot log(σ
√
2π)− 1

2σ2

n∑
i=1

Ni∑
j=1

||yi,j − ŷi,j ||
2 [continuous model with gaussian noise]

log(p(y|z; θ)) =
n∑

i=1

Ni∑
j=1

d∑
k=1

yi,j,k log(ŷi,j,k) + (1− yi,j,k) log(1− ŷi,j,k) [categorical model with Bernoulli realization]

For the ordinal model, maximizing the log-likelihood is straightforward,
as we can simply come back to P(yijk = l) by a difference P(yijk ≥
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l) − P(yijk ≥ l + 1). One thing to note here is that the log-likelihood
cannot be expressed in the curved exponential family and we are outside
the scope of the theoretical guarantees for the MCMC-SAEM convergence.
However, convergence has always been reached in practice.

2.5 Initialization method

Since the MCMC-SAEM estimation algorithm will only converge towards a
local optimum of the likelihood, we need to ensure that either we replicate
the estimation with several initial points or we provide a starting point
which is already a ”good guess”. For the population parameters of the
logistic curves model, we compute the initial point for (p, v) by computing
a regression on the individual progression above the first level, with p
being deduced from the intercept and v from the slope. For the (δlk)k,l, we
computed them as the mean time to reach level l from level l − 1. Indeed
each δlk can be understood as the time between the progression of the
probabilities P(yijk ≥ l) and P(yijk ≥ l − 1).

3 Results

All the methods are developed in Python by extending the open-source
Leaspy library (https://leaspy.readthedocs.io) created for disease course
mapping models and run on a 2.80GHz CPU with 16 GB RAM. All the
code for the ordinal disease course mapping model is already available on
Gitlab: https://gitlab.com/icm-institute/aramislab/leaspy

3.1 Simulation study

In this first experience we generate synthetic ordinal data in order to
highlight two benefits of our modelling approach. On the one hand, we
show how modelling items leads to a finer-grained description of the disease
progression, as compared to modelling aggregated scores. In particular, we
show that a model based on item response exhibits patients clusters that
were not visible with a continuous model. On the other hand, we compare
how the ordinal model fares as opposed to the logistic curves model. We
show that the flexibility introduced with the δ parameters allows to learn
a step function which is less rigid than an imposed template such as a
logistic curve.

Generation process: We use our ordinal model in order to simulate
synthetic patients and obtain their observations at randomly chosen time-
points. For the initialization, we chose the statistical model parameters
θ and the population parameters zpop. The values are chosen arbitrar-
ily in the range of plausible values for a neurodegenerative-like disease
progression model. In this simulation part, we kept a low dimensionality
for the data with only d = 3 dimensions, which is the lowest number of
dimensions that allows a meaningful ICA decomposition with at least 2
sources. We then adjusted the δlk so that each of the three items has an
atypical progression, by which we mean it can not be easily interpolated by
a linear curve or a logistic curve. Each item has L = 4 levels, which sums
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Figure 2: Average trajectory γ0 for the ordinal model. Top row: for each item
the cumulative distribution functions are shown. Note that δlk correspond to the
shift on the x-axis between the logistic curves. Middle row: raw probabilities
are shown, directly obtained by difference between the logistic curves of top
row. Last row: items are shown together by summarizing the multinomial
distributions of items. On the left the value at each timepoint is the maximum
likelihood; on the right the value is the expectation. We also plot the aggregated
score computed as the mean of the items.

into an aggregated score ranging from 0 to 12. Figure 2 shows the average
trajectory γ0 of the model, as well as the average aggregated trajectory.
Once the population parameters are fixed, we randomly generate new
individuals: for each individual parameter, we sample the distribution
mentioned in section 2.1.2. However to generate two different clusters, we
choose to randomly attribute a class 1 or 2 to a new individual. Then for
the individual parameters simulation, the only difference between individu-
als of the two clusters is that the first source in cluster 1 follows a gaussian
distribution centered around −4 instead of 0 with a standard deviation
of 1 and the source 1 in cluster 2 is oppositely centered around +4. This
source acts as an inverter of the order of the curves. The mean trajectory
in cluster 1 has the curve Y0 starting first, then Y1 follows and finally
Y2, whereas for cluster 2 the order is switched: Y1 first, then Y2 and
finally Y0. However the aggregated score is roughly the same in the two
clusters. With an equal repartition of individuals between the two clusters,
we therefore obtain a balanced dataset of individuals. Once this is done, we
need to generate random timepoints for the visits of each individual. For
this we decided to select the number of visits with a binomial distribution
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with probability p = 0.5 and n = 10 to which we add 2 to guarantee at
least two visits per individual. Then each of the timepoint is sampled with
a gaussian distribution around the middle of the disease progression curve,
with a time window calibrated to span about 5 years of follow-up for each
subject.

Figure 3: t-SNE plots for individual parameters. On the left side the parameters
in the multivariate model are shown, on the right side the parameters in the
univariate models. Top row shows the two ordinal models while bottom row
shows the continuous models. Each color corresponds to one of the clusters (1
in blue, 2 in red).

We estimated four models on this synthetic dataset:

• a continuous model (equation 1) on items: to highlight the purpose
of using a dedicated ordinal model for such scales, we fit a disease
mapping course model with logistic curves as presented in the method
section with observations considered as continuous with a gaussian
noise. The model is three dimensional with two sources

• an ordinal model (equation 3) on items: we fit the model presented
in the method section, here the observations are treated as ordinal.
The model is also three dimensional with two sources

• a univariate continuous model on the aggregated score: to show
how the loss of item information impacts the ability of a model to
produce relevant information about patients, we fit a single logistic
curve model on the sum of the three items. The model is thus
one-dimensional without sources
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• a univariate ordinal model on the aggregated score

The first point of our synthetic experiment was to show how the gain
of finer-grain information allows to learn meaningful data patterns. We
extracted the individual parameters of the four models. Each individual
i thus has a set of parameters (τi, ξi, s

1
i , s

2
i ) in the multivariate models

and (τ ′i , ξ
′
i) in the univariate models. For visualizing the points in figure

3, we decided to embed the individual in a two-dimensional space using
a t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding [21]. We see that the
two clusters are clearly separated in the multivariate models, whereas
the aggregated model is not able to disentangle them. A quantitative
classification with a logistic regression taking in input the set of individual
parameters and predicting the cluster of origin confirms this conclusion:
with (τi, ξi, s

1
i , s

2
i ) from either multivariate model the classifier gets close

to 100% accuracy while with (τ ′i , ξ
′
i) from the best univariate it only has

65%, which is much worse.

Figure 4: Error of reconstruction scatter plot. For each individual, we computed
the mean absolute error of reconstruction over all visits and all items between
the observations and the model prediction for the multivariate models. In the
case of the continuous model the prediction is directly the outcome of the model,
whereas for the ordinal model we computed the maximum likelihood for each
value in the left plot, and the expectation in the right plot. The plots show that
the ordinal model outperforms the continuous model for almost all patients in
the reconstruction of the items.

While the multivariate continuous model also captures individual het-
erogeneity by identifying the two clusters, it is not as performant in terms
of pure data reconstruction. Figure 4 illustrates the difference between the
continuous and the ordinal model in terms of reconstruction errors on the
items, with two different methods for predicting the outcome of the ordinal
model. It is clear that the continuous model is worse, with a first burden
being the lower bound of the noise due to the discretized scale (every 0.25
in this case). This can be mitigated in part by comparing the rounded
predictions of the continuous model to the maximum likelihood predictions
of the ordinal model, but even in this case we average 0.38 points of abso-
lute error for continuous rounded predictions versus 0.34 for the ordinal
maximum likelihood predictions. The second burden is the prior choice
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of the form of the curve (here the logistic). It is important to note that
for small scale items in general there is hardly a perfect continuous curve
due to the variance of item levels. For instance, a standard Likert scale
for a symptom would be a 0− 4 scale with each level corresponding to a
severity measure: null, mild, moderate, severe, very severe. The difference
between two successive levels may vary, which highlights the role of the δlk
parameters.

These preliminary results encourage the use of dedicated ordinal models
on ordinal scales, and this proves true even for items with more levels
(especially when levels are unevenly distributed). In the appendix we also
provide experimental results with data generated with a continuous model
rather than the ordinal model. These results show that the ordinal model
is also able to outperform a continuous model even in this setting.

3.2 Application to Parkinson’s disease data

3.2.1 Data set

Data availability statement: Data used in the preparation of this article
were obtained from the Parkinson’s Progression Markers Initiative (PPMI)
database [22] (www.ppmi-info.org/access-data- specimens/download-data).
For up-to-date information on the study, visit ppmi-info.org. 1

The cohort includes mainly Parkinson’s disease (PD) patients within
two years of their diagnosis. There are also prodromal individuals, but we
excluded those as they are a minority and some of them do not convert
to PD. We selected all PD diagnosed patients with at least 2 visits in
the study in order to have a longitudinal history for our training set,
which left 900 subjects for a total of 7918 visits. From the wide range
of biomarkers and clinical assessments we chose to focus on the MDS-
UPDRS score. It is composed of 65 items divided in 4 sections: non-motor
aspects of experiences of daily living (I) which is filled half by the clinician
and half by the patient in a self-report questionnaire; motor aspects of
experiences of daily living (II) which is a form only filled by the patient;
motor examination (III) by the clinician; motor complications (IV) which
is assessed by the clinician.

Each item is rated on a Likert scale (0: Normal, 1: Slight, 2: Mild,
3: Moderate, 4: Severe). For the third part, two versions of the test are
recorded depending on the treatment effect. A version ”OFF” is assessed
when the patient hasn’t taken medication in the last 6 hours, which is a
state when the treatment should have little effect and motor symptoms
will usually be observed. A version ”ON” corresponds to the same motor
examination shortly after the patient has taken medication, which is a
state where motor complications are alleviated. Therefore we used ”OFF”
measures when selecting features in order to build the disease natural
history with as few mitigation of treatment effect as possible. We also
removed the fourth part of the MDS-UPDRS since it focuses on treatment

1PPMI – a public-private partnership – is funded by the Michael J. Fox Foundation for
Parkinson’s Research and funding partners, including [list the full names of all of the PPMI
funding partners found at www.ppmi-info.org/about-ppmi/who-we-are/study-sponsors].
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secondary effects. In the end we obtained 59 items rated on scales from 0
to 4.

Most of the items have a low mean: 44 items have a mean between 0.4
and 1.25. Most of the observed values are 0 (66%), with 22% of 1 values,
and only 12% of values above 2. For some items, the higher levels are very
seldom seen so their progression cannot be modelled fully due to lack of
data. The average total score on the parts I, II and III is 28.7± 22.9 with
90% of the values within the [1, 60] range.

3.2.2 Qualitative experiment: a description of the MDS-
UPDRS

As the previous summary shows, patients in PPMI do not display all of
the possible symptoms, and most of their items remain at 0 during the
course of their follow-up. However items with non-zero values often come
as groups, which suggest that several items capture a similar biological
phenomenon. We aim at disentangling these trends with the ICA on the
space-shifts.

We calibrated an ordinal DCM model on the 900 subjects using their
whole set of 59 items. Missing values do not need to be imputed since the
model allows to only compute the likelihood for observed values, which is
one of the perks of using the DCM. The estimation was performed with
the MCMC-SAEM algorithm using a block Gibbs sampler (sampling was
grouped for of all the 59 dimensions of the population parameters v,g, δ)
during the first 16000 iterations before switching to a more fine-tuned
Gibbs sampler (each scalar coordinate was sampled separately) for the
last 4000 iterations. The samplers used an oscillating tempered scheme.
This temperature scheme allows alternating between the much needed
exploration in high dimensions with high temperature and the local search
of the optimum during low temperature phases. The overall time for
calibration was 56h.

Due to the very high number of dimensions we chose 8 as the number
of sources to reduce the dimension of individual parameters and prevent
overfitting. Previous trials with less sources yielded significantly lower
log-likelihood at the end of the calibration while increasing the number
of sources becomes too computationally expensive. The ICA enforces
correlations within the space-shifts due to the relation wi = Asi, with
A being rectangular. We can analyse the correlations across individuals
resulting from these space-shifts values, which can be seen as a time delay in
the progression of each item compared to the population average trajectory.
Figure 5 shows the Pearson correlation matrix between the space-shifts
corresponding to each item. We performed hierarchical clustering in order
to isolate groups of highly correlated items.

As we can see in Figure 5, the first group of items is comprised of
tremor related items. The next two clusters gather items of the motor
part (III) of the MDS-UPDRS, with one cluster containing items for the
left part of the body and the other being dedicated to the right part. This
is explained by the fact that Parkinson’s disease very often declares itself
in one side of the body before the other. Then we have a small trio of gait,
freezing of gait and posture, which can be included in a larger cluster of
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items concerning motor aspects of daily life (essentially items of the part
II related to movement and balance). Then the last large cluster includes
all the elements of part I (non-motor aspects of daily life) and the last
items of part II. This large cluster can be separated into two subclusters,
one being the part I of the MDS-UPDRS and the second being the leftover
items of part II which are more related to mouth tasks (eating, drooling...)
and communication. Overall we can notice a strong correlation between
items of part I and part II. These parts are both questionnaires and mostly
filled by the patient, which can explain the correlation bias due to the
self-assessment of one’s abilities.

Figure 5: Pearson correlation matrix of space-shifts at the item level. Hierarchical
clustering has been performed to order the items of the different parts of the
MDS-UPDRS.

Parkinson’s patients are commonly separated into two or three subtypes
[31]: tremor dominant (TD), postural instability and gait dominant (PIGD)
and mixed patients (at the limit between TD and PIGD). Here we see
that the TD and PIGD tendencies are represented in the correlations of
items of the first and fourth clusters.
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Some items were not regrouped with others or were associated in
different ways. For instance we can note that neck rigidity and facial
expression were at the junction between the left and right motor clusters,
suggesting that higher body motor impairment usually follows motor
symptoms in one side of the body. However these two items are less
correlated to motor impairment in the legs and the feet. This is very
interesting as we can hypothesise that the disease implies a localised
neurodegeneration of motor neurons, and then symptoms spread from
their original onset, explaining the anticorrelation between top and bottom
motor impairment. Speech (part III question 1) has been isolated, while
spontaneity of movement (part III question 14) seems to correlate with all
the motor assessments of part III, as a global appreciation of the motor
state of the patient by the clinician.

We gave a specific look at the item called DDS (dopamine dysregulation
syndrome) which is a disturbance of dopamine therapy with addictive
patterns such as impulse control disorders (ICD) which include gambling,
hypersexuality or compulsive eating [25]. This syndrome is a consequence
of too much dopamine uptake (sometimes voluntarily on the patient’s side).
What appears is that the DDS is anticorrelated to all motor items of part
III except for the freezing of gait (part III question 11). This backs the
conclusion that freezing of gait is also a secondary effect of dopaminergic
treatment rather than a disease symptom [8].

We then examinated the sources individually to identify which statisti-
cally independent linear combinations of the items were found, and tried
to understand if they were linked to a pathological trend. We provide a
description of the 8 sources:

• source 1 (variance explained 11%): this source induces a positive
delay in all motor items of the left part of the body while it pushes
for a negative delay in almost all of the other items. We can interpret
this source as a left body delay

• source 2 (variance explained 10%): this source is almost the same
as source 1 but for right body items. We call this one right body
delay. These two first sources with equivalent prevalence show that
Parkinson’s disease is as likely to start in the left part of the body as
the right

• source 3 (variance explained 12%): this source has a positive delay
on all motor items linked to the limbs’ movement as opposed to the
other items. We name this one motor source

• source 4 (variance explained 15%): this source has a positive delay on
the left part of the body and the rigidity items. This source embeds
a left body and rigidity combined progression

• source 5 (variance explained 12%): this source has a positive delay on
all the questions that are self-evaluated as opposed to all the motor
evaluations and the non-motor assessment by the clinician. We can
therefore say that this source is the patient’s self report effect

• source 6 (variance explained 13%): this source regroup items of the
part I (non-motor aspects of daily life) with tremor manifestations as
opposed to motor issues. This source is seen as the brain-first source
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• source 7 (variance explained 14%): this source is driven mostly by
the motor items and more especially the gait, posture and balance
items. We call this one the gait and balance source

• source 8 (variance explained 13%): this source gathers items from
the part I with a strong emphasis on anxiety, depression and apathy,
along with speech issues and opposed to tremor items. We coin this
one the cognitive source

We observe that some sources are in practice not totally independent,
for instance source 5 (self report effect) and source 4 (left body rigidity) are
correlated. This suggest that the number of sources is not fully adequate.
We see that sometimes a source seem to include several groups of items at
the same time (source 4 is a mix of left body items and rigidity), which
could be the consequence of too few dimensions to disentangle these effects.

If we come back to the classification of patients between tremor domi-
nant and postural instability/gait dominant, we see that PIGD is solely
driven by source 7, whereas tremor information is spread across sources 1
to 4.

We won’t dwell on more clinical subtleties but hope this showcased the
power of the ICA on the spatial effects unfolding from the Riemannian
framework of the DCM. The results here could only be obtained thanks to
the modelling of items with an ordinal method. The global model calibrated
on the 59 items showed that some items had a very low progression profile
(or could not be completely learned due to the few data available on the
last levels), especially in the motor examination part. However the second
part of the MDS-UPDRS scale was more reliable since it rarely stayed
at zero and the progression was faster and steadier. We thus used the 13
items of the second part in the next experiment to show quantitatively
how well the ordinal model performs.

3.2.3 Quantitative results: prediction task

In order to understand the value brought by our new take on the model,
we compare the ordinal DCM to the logistic version of the DCM taking
the cognitive scores as continuous values. We also compare to a linear
mixed-effect model and a no-change prediction model as our baseline. We
will have two different options in order to show what the model can bring
to the table: one model for the total score of one MDS part (the second
part as mentioned previously) which is thus an integer between 0 and
42; and one model taking the items into account, as 42 is the sum of 13
questions with a scale from 0 to 4. In this last case we will show that
taking the score as a continuous value is not valid since the noise here
is lower than the step between possible values. We present the several
models used in this experiment:

Continuous univariate model
The MDS UPDRS part II (/42) is normalized between 0 and 1 in

order for the logistic model to work. We then maximize the log-likelihood
with gaussian noise, thus implying a fit in the least squares sense. This
corresponds to formula 1.

Continuous multivariate model
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Each item (/4) of the MDS UPDRS part II is normalized between 0
and 1. As for the univariate maximize the log-likelihood with gaussian
noise, where the standard deviation of the noise is feature-dependent. For
the prediction of the MDS UPDRS II total we sum the predictions of the
items. This also corresponds to formula 1.

Ordinal models
In order to operate a fair comparison we use the same hyperparameters

as for the continuous version, so that the ordinal model shares the same
parameters as the continuous one except for the ∆. We fit by maximizing
the log-likelihood, and we compute the predictions using the expectation
of the ordinal model: E(ηij) =

∑
l P(ŷij ≥ l). As for the continuous case,

we have a univariate model built with only the MDS UPDRS II total score
and a multivariate model using the 13 items. For the multivariate case, we
compute the prediction as the expectation of the sum of the items. The
ordinal model corresponds to formula 3.

Baseline models
We also included a baseline constant model that predicts the last

known value for the patient (hypothesising no change in the future) and a
linear mixed-effect model for comparison (formula provided in appendix).
Note that they perform very well: it is hard to beat these models when
predicting in a very short future since the state of the patient evolves very
slowly.

Figure 6: Mean absolute prediction error as a function of the current patient
state. Bin ranges correspond to the MDSII value of the patient. Error bars
for mean model error are estimated from cross-validation. LMM: linear mixed-
effect model; continuous: disease course mapping model; ordinal: disease course
mapping model, ordinal version; univariate: model learned of MDSII total
directly; multivariate: model learned on MDSII items and then aggregated.

The prediction framework we use consists in two steps. First a training
set is used to calibrate a model, i.e. learning the fixed effects for the mixed-
effect models (linear and DCM). In a second step, we use the patients of
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the test set. Out of each patient’s set of visits we randomly select some
past visits and a visit in the future for which we want to predict. We learn
the random effects of the models on the past visits and use the personalized
model to compute the value at the desired future visit’s timepoint. We
use a repeated 8-fold cross-validation to measure the models errors. The
figure 6 shows the mean absolute prediction error.

As mentioned previously, we observe that constant prediction and linear
mixed model perform best when the patient score is low, as they progress
slowly at the beginning of the disease. However we see that the prediction
from those simple models worsens as the score increases, meaning that
linear and constant models are less able to capture disease progression. As
a matter of fact, they largely under estimate the change for patients later
in the disease.

On the ordinal side we observe a similar trend, although both ordi-
nal models are more reliable at higher disease stages. They outperform
continuous models on the low stages, due to the flexibility of the step
parameters (δl)l. However when it comes to later disease stages continuous
models catch up with ordinal models in performance. This is mainly due
to the data being much sparser at these stages, leaving a larger role to
the shape priors. In the long term setting it confirms that the logistic
prior improves on linear and constant curve priors. Ordinal models show
that their low granularity allows for better prediction at low levels when
changes are small, while we lack data for higher disease stages thus leading
to a mitigated performance.

Comparing univariate versus multivariate models is very interesting.
At early disease stages the univariate models seem to better capture the
essence of the progression. On the other hand, the higher the disease stage
the better the multivariate models perform, showing that multidimensional
models are better suited for disease progression prediction when the rate
of change increases.

Figure 7 shows the average disease progression learned by univariate
mixed-effect models. Spaghetti plots with wrapped individual trajectories
are provided in the appendix. The figure 7 shows that the logistic and the
ordinal provide a somehow similar description of the aggregate score up
until age 85. After the logistic model is bound to the assumption that the
score will evolve to 1, which in practice is highly unlikely as it is a complete
state of degeneracy and patients usually do not reach this stage. This
is why the ordinal curve slows compared to the logistic at the end. The
logistic model assumes that the disease progresses faster after 85 years old.
On the other hand the linear mixed-effect model tends to underestimate
the rate of change at this stage. Note that the shape of the step function
is mostly driven by the δ values learned, and thus is more flexible. This
explains why it is more accurate for the values of the MDSII total between
0 and 15 where most of the observations lie according to the histograms.

The experiment was performed again on parts I and III of the MDS-
UPDRS with continuous and ordinal models, and the results were essen-
tially the same:

• For the MDS-UPDRS part I (/42), the ordinal univariate had a
mean absolute error of 4.64 while the multivariate ordinal had 4.54;
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continuous univariate was 4.76 and continuous multivariate was 5.41

• For the MDS-UPDRS part III (/132), the ordinal univariate had a
mean absolute error of 12.8 while the multivariate ordinal had 12.3;
continuous univariate was 15.8 and continuous multivariate was 13.9

What we seem to notice though is that the more items in a score, the
better the multivariate approach performs, although it comes at a higher
computational price.

4 Discussion

Our work shows the potential of leveraging items with a small ordinal
scale over working with an aggregated score. We built upon a non-linear
mixed-effect model used mainly for continuous markers and extended it
to ordinal data. This allowed to address cognitive decline by processing
items of the test instead of their aggregated value. We showed how this
could help understand disease trends in Parkinson’s disease within the
MDS-UPDRS. We believe this could be extended to other cognitive scales
in other neurodegenerative scales with the aim to better understand items
dynamics.

In the prediction task, which is especially hard, ordinal models had a
finer prediction for early disease stages, when disease evolution is slower.
Our results highlight the need to rely on multivariate data to increase
prediction performance at later disease stages, when rating scores changes
are of higher magnitude.

Future applications could use this model as a tool to extract information
from specific items after a multivariate analysis. We believe this can be
the first step to building new composite scores such as the PACC5 in
Alzheimer’s disease [26]. One idea would be to use the Fisher information
as the metric of choice to select meaningful items in a composite score,
since in IRT it is common to compute Fisher information of items for the
individual parameters.

On the downside we see the limitations of the ordinal method when
used on data with few values for certain levels (in our case these were
the high values of the MDS UPDRS II), as the added parameters of the
ordinal DCM require more data in order to be properly learned. These
extra parameters also come at a computational cost within the estimation
algorithm, therefore we deem the method useful when the items are rated
on short scales like the Likert one.
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A Synthetic experiment complementary
results

These results complement the experiment in section 3.1. In the synthetic
experiment we generated data using an ordinal model and showed that the
ordinal model was better at reconstructing such data than a continuous
model. It is important to check that this also holds for data not generated
by the ordinal model.

We used a continuous model similar to the one in section 3.1, but
without the δlk parameters. For each individual i generated, at each visit
j for each item k we compute a noisy observation yijk ∈ [0, 1]. We then
transform this data into ordinal data. We choose a Likert scale (0-4),
so we multiply the observation by 4 and round it. Both multivariate
models, ordinal and continuous, are calibrated on the data generated and
we compute the reconstruction errors as in figure 4. Results are presented
in figure A1 below.

B Quantitative experiment formulas

We provide here the formulas of the models used in section 3.2.3.
The continuous univariate model computes the MDS-UPDRS part II

total as:

yij =

(
1 + (

1

p0
− 1) exp

(
−v0(e

ξi(tij − t0 − τi) + t0)

p0(1− p0)

))−1

+ ϵij

with ϵij ∼ N (0, σ).
The multivariate continuous model computes the 13 items of the MDS-

UPDRS part II as follows:

∀k ∈ [|1, 13|], yijk =

(
1 + (

1

pk
− 1) exp

(
−vk(e

ξi(tij − t0 − τi) + t0) + wik

pk(1− pk)

))−1

+ϵijk

with ϵijk ∼ N (0, σ).
The ordinal univariate model computes the MDS-UPDRS part II total

as:

∀l ∈ [|1, 52|],P(yij ≥ l) =

(
1 + (

1

p0
− 1) exp

(
−
v0(e

ξi(tij − t0 − τi) + t0 −
∑l

m=1 δ
m
0 )

p0(1− p0)

))−1

The multivariate ordinal model computes the 13 items of the MDS-
UPDRS part II as follows:

∀k ∈ [|1, 13|], ∀l ∈ [|1, 4|],P(yijk ≥ l) =

(
1 + (

1

pk
− 1) exp

(
−
vk(e

ξi(tij − t0 − τi) + t0 −
∑l

m=1 δ
m
k ) + wik

pk(1− pk)

))−1
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The constant prediction model for the MDS-UPDRS part II total
formulates as ŷij = yijfinal where jfinal < j is the last visit known for
subject i in the training data.

The linear mixed-effect model for the MDS-UPDRS part II total for-
mulates as :

yij = β + α× tij + βi + αi × tij + ϵij

with β being the fixed intercept, α the fixed slope, βi ∼ N (0, σβ) the
random intercept, αi ∼ N (0, σα) the random slope and ϵij ∼ N (0, σ) the
gaussian noise.

C Quantitative experiment supplemen-
tary plots

We provide a visualization of the fit of univariate models in section 3.2.3
with figure C2. The spaghetti plots show the individual trajectories mapped
onto the average trajectories. We do this by removing the random effects,
hence only leaving the noise of individual observations as a deviation from
the mean trajectory, shown in black, which accounts for the fixed effects.
Note that the score we are modelling is quite noisy, with some individuals
experiencing very sharp and sudden surges or collapses. This is also one
of the reasons for the use of an ordinal model: the noise is more flexibly
modelled as a spread of probability weights across several levels rather
than a noise distribution chosen in model design (here a simple gaussian
noise).
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Figure 7: Top figure: average disease progression of the univariate mixed-effect
models as a function of the age. Bottom figure: histograms of patients mapped
onto the corresponding timeline of their models. Aligned with the top figure it
shows where data points are distributed according to each model. Parkinson
age corresponds to that mapping on the time axis, as a result of the individual
random effects linked to time ((ξi, τi) for ordinal and continuous DCM, random
slope and intercept for LMM). LMM: linear mixed-effect model; continuous:
disease course mapping model; ordinal: disease course mapping model, ordinal
version.
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Figure 8: Error of reconstruction scatter plot. For each individual, we computed
the mean absolute error of reconstruction over all visits and all items between
the observations and the model prediction for the multivariate models. In the left
plot the predictions of the ordinal model are the maximum likelihood estimation
while the predictions of the continuous model are rounded. In the right plot
for the continuous model the prediction is directly the outcome of the model,
whereas for the ordinal model we computed the expectation. The right plots
show that the ordinal model outperforms the continuous model for almost all
patients in the reconstruction of the items.

Figure 9: Spaghetti plots with individuals mapped onto the mean trajectory.
Mapped trajectories are obtained by removing the random effects learned by
each model. Top left: raw data; bottom left: linear mixed-effect model; top
right: ordinal univariate model; bottom right: contiuous univariate DCM model
with logistic curve.
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